
1. Mountain to Moon. Standing tall, reach arms over your head, 
stretching your arms above your head 

2. Reach for the Stars. Stretch arms diagonally. Come back to 
centre & swap sides. 

3. Gather the Clouds.  Stand with legs wide, knees bent, breathe 
in, gather the clouds in arms & reach up above your head. 
Breathe out , bring arms back down. Repeat 3 or 4 times with 
breath. 

4. Earth Rolls. Come back to earth! Roll down slowly breathing 
out, breathe in roll up. Repeat 3 to 5 times with breath. 

5. Butterfly Bliss. Soles of feet together & flap your butterfly 
wings (legs) 

6. Sleepy Butterfly. Roll forward sleepy butterfly. Can you get 
your butterfly nose on your butterfly toes? Stay in forward fold 
for 3 – 5 breathes 

7. Teddy’s Legs Up the Wall. This pose is a great transition to 
your child’s bed. Rest a favourite teddy on their legs which will 
encourage them to keep their legs up. 

8. Teddy’s Tummy Time Belly Breathing. Time to put teddy on 
our tummys.  You can count to 4 & breathe in, count to 4 
breathe out.  Encourge your child to watch teddy move up and 
down as they breath. This excersie will create instant calm! 

9. Roly Poly Teddy Bear. Hug knees in & give your self a big 
squeeze.  Roly Poly onto your pillow & under your covers. 

10. Wish Upon a Star. Time to send good wishes out into the 
world.  Have your child think of one wish for themselves, one 
wish for someone they love & one wish for the world. You may 
like to play a meditation for kids at this point or simply end 
with big goodnight hugs & kisses.  Sweet dreams little Yogis! 

 

 

connect kids YOGA Beddy-Bye Bear YOGA sequence 

Try to establish a regular bedtime routine.  Setting up a routine allows kids to know what is expected and creates a calm and relaxing atmosphere.  To “set the scene” for bed, 

dim the lights, play soft, relaxing music and burn calming essentail oils like Lavendar.  Incorporating our YOGA 4 Kids Beddy-Bye Bear YOGA sequence into your child’s bedtime 

routine can help them shift their minds focus into a relaxed state and prepare them for a restful sleep.                                                                                                                                                              

Our Beddy-Bye Bear YOGA is a beautiful calming 10 pose sequence that will be sure to have your little yogis ready for bed & asleep in no time! 

 

 

 

 

 

 


